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In this work, a metasurface with unconventional angular performance and composed by nonbianisotropic complementary split ring resonator (NB-CSRR) is analyzed numerically and experimentally.
A numerical study comparing the performance with the original complementary split ring resonator is
conducted showing very interesting transmission properties such as complete filtering under normal incidence and high transmission peaks at oblique incidence for the NB-CSRR metasurface. A bi-layered
NB-CSRR prototype working at millimeter waves with a total thickness of 100 microns (0.1 times the
operation wavelength) is fabricated and tested with a good agreement between simulation results and
experiments. Very exciting applications based on the presented structure such as advanced angular selectivity devices with great rejection level at normal incidence and angular sensing devices can be envisaged.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of metamaterials at the beginning of this century, the split ring resonator (SRR) proposed by Pendry has
been one of the major exponents for the realization of these artificial structures. The SRR is a subwavelength metallic ring
element that exhibits a strong magnetic response, even though
their constituent elements are non-magnetic. When multiple
SRR elements are properly arranged into a periodic array, the
effective permeability of the full structure can be negative in a
certain frequency range [1]. This property led to the first experimental demonstration of negative refractive index media by
combining a matrix of SRRs interspersed with metallic wires
able to emulate an effective medium with negative permittivity [2]. This experiment corroborated the theoretical proposal of
such kind of media developed by Veselago back in 1968 [3].
Soon after the seminal work of Pendry, SRRs received a great
deal of attention from the scientific community giving rise to
thorough investigations about their frequency response, equivalent circuit models, cross polarization effects and potential applications mainly as filters solution in planar technology [4–7]. A
well-founded theoretical study of the physical grounds of these
particles can be found in [4]. There, the bianisotropic character of
the SRR was reported and the appearance of an electric response
with a magnetic excitation (and vice versa) was corroborated.
Several alternatives were proposed for avoiding bianisotropy

such as etching each of the rings at opposite sides of the substrate and by connecting the internal and external rings with a
metallic strip [6].
The complementary version of the SRR (called CSRR) was
first reported by Falcone et al. in [8] by exploiting the Babinet’s
principle, strictly valid for infinitely thin and lossless metallic
screens. In that work, the experimental demonstration of the
bandstop/bandpass character of SRR/CSRR metasurfaces was
also performed. Since then, SRRs and CSRRs have been widely
used for filter applications and mostly analyzed in waveguides
and planar circuit devices [6] as well as spatial filters in the
metasurface versions [7, 9] and even as sensing platforms within
the terahertz (THz) regime [10].
Metasurfaces are the 2D evolution of metamaterials and lately
an extensive research effort has been put on developing more
compact structures to provide new routes for the control of
electromagnetic waves [11, 12]. To name a few, beam steering by
means of phase variation phenomena between adjacent elements
[13], performing mathematical operations of the impinging wave
[14], asymmetric transmission devices [15] and cloaking carpets
[16] are some of the applications recently proposed that take
advantage of the new possibilities offered by metasurfaces. In
addition a recent interest has arisen for hyperbolic metamaterials
which present unconventional equi-frequency diagrams that
result into very sophisticated oblique incidence responses [17].
Metasurfaces based on asymmetric split resonators (ASR) have
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been used for wavefront manipulation and as ultrahigh angular
selective structures working at THz [18, 19].
In this work we follow this path and extend the reach of CSRR
metasurfaces by using non-bianisotropic CSRR (NB-CSRR) elements [6, 20, 21]. This way, we obtain a non-conventional
angular response, with normally incident waves experiencing
high reflection and waves at oblique incidence being partially
or even totally transmitted. This response is obtained for the
two principal incidence planes endowing the structure with a
polarization independent character. We perform a simulation
study followed by an experimental demonstration at millimeterwaves. Mono and bi-layered configurations are numerically
studied. Being the latter structure more interesting in terms of
rejection of normal incidence waves, a prototype has been fabricated and tested. The results confirmed low transmission levels
for normal incidence and high transmission at oblique elevation
angles from 50° to 70°.
The angular selectivity properties of the presented structure
enables angular filtering applications such as isolating transmitting from receiving antennas in dual band frequency and spatial
antennas systems. Nowadays multiple technologies are implemented in the same device so in occasions angular and frequency
filtering properties need to be combined. In the presented structure, a strong contrast between normally and oblique incidence
waves is obtained. In addition, the frequency response becomes
broader as the angle of incidence increases. Therefore, structures with broadband transmission for large incidence angles
and near total reflection for normal incidence can be envisaged.
Another field where this structure may find application is sensing. In some situations oblique incidence may be required to
avoid obstacles between the transmitter and the sample. Then a
structure with high transmission under oblique incidence would
be very useful. Besides, at large oblique angles an incident wave
would travel larger distances inside the analyte enhancing the
performance.

2. NB-CSRR METASURFACES
As explained in [8] CSRR elements (shown schematically in Fig.
1(b)) can be excited by an axial electric field or by a magnetic
field parallel to the metallic strips between ring apertures, due to
their bianisotropy property. This bianisotropy can be cancelled
following several strategies, as discussed in [4]. A simple way
is to connect the inner and outer ring apertures with two air
bridges, leading to the so-called NB-CSRR shown schematically
in Fig. 1(a), whose fundamental resonance can only be excited
by an axial electric field. This implies that the new particle can
only be excited by a transverse magnetic (TM) plane wave at
oblique incidence, since it has the required longitudinal electric
component (Ez ). In contrast, a CSRR can be excited at normal
incidence, provided the magnetic field is parallel to the strips
between the ring apertures and, under oblique incidence, it
presents interesting cross-polarization effects [7]. In the following, we perform an exhaustive comparison between CSRR and
NB-CSRR transmission results under normal and oblique incidence for transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE)
incidence considering both mono-layer and bi-layer structures.
A. Mono-layer Structure

Figure 1 shows the simulated transmission results for both CSRR
and NB-CSRR structures at different angles of incidence (θ =
0°, 30° and 60°) under TE and TM polarization. Both principal
incidence planes are considered, xz (φ = 0°) and yz (φ = 90°) [see
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Fig. 1. (a) CSRR and NB-CSRR unit cell elements along with

the electric and magnetic dipoles and the reference coordinate
system. Geometrical parameters: lattice period d = 0.48 mm;
inner radius, rin = 0.12 mm; outer radius, rout = 0.17 mm; air
gap, g = 0.025 mm and metal gap, w = 0.025 mm. (b)-(i) Transmission results of co-polar (solid line) and cross-polar (dashed
line) components obtained at θ = 0° (black line), θ = 30° (red line)
and θ = 60° (blue line). (b) CSRR - TEφ=0° . (c) CSRR - TEφ=90° .
(d) CSRR - TMφ=0° . (e) CSRR - TMφ=90° . (f) NB-CSRR - TEφ=0° .
(g) NB-CSRR - TEφ=90° . (h) NB-CSRR - TMφ=0° . (i) NB-CSRR TMφ=90° .

Fig.1 (a)]. Simulations were carried out with the commercial fullwave numerical solver CST Microwave StudioTM with unit cell
boundary conditions [22]. For this initial study, perfect electric
conductor (PEC) material and a lossless dielectric substrate with
relative permittivity ε s = 2.35 and height h = 0.1mm were used
for the metal and dielectric parts respectively. The geometrical
parameters of the CSRR/NB-CSRR elements are depicted in
Fig. 1(a) with their values given in the caption. Fig. 1(b)-(i)
shows the transmission coefficient for the copolar (solid line)
and crosspolar (dashed line) components of CSRR [Fig.1 (b)-(e)]
and NB-CSRR [Fig.1 (f)-(i)] structures.
Let us first focus on the CSRR case. Under TE wave incidence
in the xz-plane (labelled as TEφ=0° ) the field components of the
incident wave are Ey , Hx and Hz . Therefore, the CSRR cannot
be excited, given that none of these components is parallel to
the resonant dipoles of the fundamental resonance (pz or my ).
However, by switching to the yz-plane, i.e. TEφ=90° , the incident
wave has an Hy field component able to excite the tangent magnetic dipole, my , giving rise to a resonance peak at roughly 98
GHz, even at normal incidence [see Fig. 1(c)]. When the angle
of incidence, θ, is changed to 30° and 60° the resonance peak
still appears in the spectrum but with a reduced transmission
level. This behavior is a direct consequence of the bianisotropy
of the CSRR element as explained in [5, 7], that produces a cross
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Fig. 2. Transmission results of co-polar (solid line) and crosspolar (dashed line) components obtained at θ = 0° (black line),
θ = 30° (red line) and θ = 60° (blue line) for bi-layer configurations. (a) CSRR - TEφ=0° . (b) CSRR - TEφ=90° . (c) CSRR TMφ=0° . (d) CSRR - TMφ=90° . (e) NB-CSRR - TEφ=0° . (f) NBCSRR - TEφ=90° . (h) NB-CSRR - TMφ=0° . (g) NB-CSRR - TMφ=90° .
Insets: Bi-layered CSRR and NB-CSRR unit cells.

polarization peak even higher than the copolar component for
θ = 60° . For the TMφ=0° case, the incident wave has Hy , Ex
and Ez . Therefore, the CSRR can be excited magnetically under normal incidence and both magnetically and electrically
under oblique incidence. The joint excitation of both resonance
dipoles leads to a larger bandwidth when the incidence angle
is increased compared to the normal incidence case. For the
TMφ=90° case the only field component able to excite the CSRR
is the axial electric field, Ez and hence, a transmission peak appears only under oblique incidence. Cross polarization effects
arise as well, due to the magnetic dipole excited through the
electric dipole resonance. Looking at these results, it is noticed
that cross-polarization is present only when the incidence is in
the yz-plane. All these results are in good agreement with those
reported in [5, 7].
The NB-CSRR element behaves quite differently from the
CSRR. First, it is obvious that the cross polarization effects
should be lower since bianisotropy is largely mitigated (practically eliminated) by the air connections between the inner and
outer rings. Fig. 1 (f)-(i) shows that the cross-polarization level
is quite low in all cases. This modification of the CSRR geometry
cancels the tangent magnetic dipole. Therefore, the only way
to excite the quasistatic resonance of this structure is under TM
oblique incidence that has the required Ez component parallel
to the pz dipole. Fig. 1 (h) and (i) show that at normal incidence
there is low transmission and there is not any signature of resonance effects. In contrast, when θ = 30° and θ = 60° a resonant
transmission peak with almost unity transmission arises near
103 GHz, i.e. is slightly upshifted with respect to the CSRR
case. From these results, the angular selectivity feature of the
NB-CSRR metasurface is clearly demonstrated.
B. Bi-layer Structure

Next, we analyze the bi-layer structure shown in Fig. 2 insets,
which is more interesting from a practical point of view. This
structure shows a higher rejection at normal incidence which
could be very attractive for angular selective devices. In addition,
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Fig. 3. Transmission results under different rotation scenarios.
(a) y-Rotation = 0°; (b) y-Rotation = 180°; (c) y-Rotation = 180°
and z-rotation = 90°; (d) y-Rotation = 0° and z-rotation = 90°.
Curves in panels (c) and (d) are overlapped.

due to the coupling between layers, the resonance peak is split in
two for both configurations [23, 24] adding another interesting
functionality as double band device. The simulation results are
shown in Fig. 2. As before, we compare bi-layer structures
composed of CSRRs [Fig. 2(a)-(d)] or NB-CSRRs [Fig. 2(e)-(h)].
In general, the results follow the tendency shown in Fig. 1. The
main difference is the splitting of the resonance peak in two due
to the coupling of resonators between both layers (this will be
studied in more detail later). Also, in contrast with the monolayer case, the cross-polarization curves for the TEφ=90° and the
TMφ=90° are different due to the coupling between layers.
As observed in Fig. 2, the NB-CSRR metasurface has transmission bands only under oblique TM incidence, in good agreement
with the results of Fig. 1. Again, the peak is split in two, and, as
expected, the rejection level for normal incidence is enhanced
due to the presence of the second metasurface. In addition the
cross polarization levels are negligible in comparison with the copolar component. Due to practical reasons that will be addressed
in the experimental section, there is a 180° rotation (on y axis)
between patterned metasurface layers. This rotation between
layers does not affect the overall performance of the structure. In
fact, the NB-CSRR performance is quite robust to rotation of the
second layer in both y and z axes. Figure 3 shows transmission
results for bi-layer NB-CSRR structures under oblique incidence
(θ = 60°) and different rotations of the outer particle in both
principal polarization planes (φ = 0° and φ = 90°). As it can be
seen, aside from a small frequency shift the transmission spectra
are very similar for all cases. This is not the case for the classical
CSRR where the results differ considerably if the second layer is
rotated or not (not shown here). The reason is that the NB-CSRR
has a single axial resonant electric dipole and therefore is less
sensitive to a rotation of the elements and/or incidence plane.
The inclusion of an additional metasurface layer deserves
some more insightful discussion. Figure 4 shows a parametric
study varying the substrate height (h), i.e. distance between
both metallic layers. TMφ=0° oblique incidence (θ = 60°) is assumed for the NB-CSRR structure. As mentioned above, due
to the coupling between layers, the original transmission peak
is split in two due to the coupling between both metasurface
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Fig. 4. (a) Transmission results for bi-layer configurations of

NB-CSRR - TMφ=0° (θ = 60°). Electric field distribution of y
component: (b) p a ( f a = 85.1 GHz); (c) NB-CSRR – ps ( f s = 121
GHz). The thickness h, is given in electrical length λ, being λ
the effective wavelength within the substrate at 100 GHz.

layers. The resulting high transmission peaks can be categorized
as two distinct resonant modes with asymmetric and symmetric field distribution. An extensive analysis dealing with this
phenomenon occurring at bi- and multi-layer slot-type metallic
screens in terms of equivalent circuit approach can be found
within the literature, see for instance [25, 26]. Therefore, here we
discuss uniquely the basic concepts.
As it can be seen in Fig. 4, when h is very small the two
screens are strongly coupled and a new resonance peak appears.
The two peaks show almost total transmission (in the lossless
case) and appear quite separated in frequency. Both resonances
approach fast to each other as h increases. In fact, at h = 0.153λ
mm a mutual cancellation occurs due to a mode hybridization
leading to a strong reduction of the transmission level (the incident wave is strongly reflected) for the lossless case. Figure 4
(c) and (d) shows the field distribution for the NB-CSRR case for
the two highlighted frequencies, p a and ps which correspond to
f a = 85.1 and f s = 121 GHz respectively. It can be clearly noticed
that the field distribution at p a corresponds to an asymmetric
mode excitation due to the internal coupling between the two
metallic screens. In contrast, the field distribution at ps denotes
a symmetric mode that is mainly related to the resonance of the
isolated NB-CSRR elements plus the coupling of the neighboring elements which act as loads leading to a slightly different
frequency with respect to the mono-layer case.

3. EXPERIMENT
In order to experimentally demonstrate the above presented features, a stacked NB-CSRR metasurface prototype was fabricated
by means of photolithography techniques. The substrate used
was a cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) film which is a flexible material and has low loss and low dispersion at millimeter-wave
and THz frequencies. The substrate has a constant permittivity

Fig. 5. a) Microscope pictures of the fabricated prototype. Trans-

mission results for NB-CSRR bi-layer configurations. (b) Experiment - TEφ=0° . (c) Experiment - TEφ=90° . (d) Experiment TMφ=0° . (e) Experiment - TMφ=90° . (f) Simulation - TEφ=0° . (g)
Simulation - TEφ=90° . (h) Simulation - TMφ=0° . (i) Simulation TMφ=90° .
ε s = 2.35, a loss tangent tan δ = 0.001 and a thickness h = 0.1 mm.
The metal sheets were fabricated on Copper with a thickness of
1.5 µm and nominal conductivity σCu = 5.8 × 107 S/m. Microscope pictures of the fabricated prototype with 50x and 1000x
magnification are shown in Fig. 5(a). The same photo-mask is
used for the two metasurface layers leading to a rotation of 180°
between them [see inset in Fig. 3(b)]. To corroborate the validity
of the experiment, unit cell CST simulations were conducted
with the material properties described above.
The measurements were performed using an ABMillimetreTM [27] vector network analyzer whose signal
generation and detection frequency range covers from tens of
GHz up to 1 THz. The VNA was used along with a quasi-optical
bench, that comprises transmitter and receiver corrugated horn
antennas for the beam generation/detection and a system of
elliptical mirrors that focus the beam onto the sample. The
sample was mounted on a rotary platform to vary the incidence
angle of the incident wave. To switch between polarization
states (TM or TE), the whole antenna system was rotated
90°. Frequency and angular sweeps were conducted to fully
characterize the spectral and angular response of the NB-CSRR
metasurface. To this end, measurements were done from 80 to
130 GHz with a step of 25 MHz, and from 0 to 70° with a step of
2.5°. The results were post-processed by applying a Butterworth
filter to reduce undesired reflections.
Figure 5 shows the experimental and simulated transmission
results for the fabricated NB-CSRR prototype considering both
TM and TE polarization in the two principal planes. As it can
be seen there, measurements and simulations show a qualitative good agreement. The transmission band in the experiment
appears at lower frequencies than in the simulation and the
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amplitude is somewhat reduced. It can be also observed that
the asymmetrical mode resonance is not fully recorded in the
measurement results. It should be taken into account that due
to its high quality factor this resonance is very sensitive to losses
and fabrication tolerances, to the extent that a small modification between simulated and actual structural values such as
longitudinal period, sample alignment, etc., could lead to large
differences between numerical and experimental results. Theoretically at larger angles the transmission of both symmetrical
and asymmetrical mode resonances approaches to 0 dB and the
resonances bandwidth increases [see Fig. 5 (h) and (i)]. From
the previous results, it is obvious that losses are crucial for the
overall performance of the NB-CSRR structure.
Concerning the symmetrical mode resonance, it can be seen
that the experimental amplitude is below the numerical values. This could be due to additional losses introduced by a
non-uniformity of the substrate during fabrication leading to
roughness of the metallized parts of the structure and therefore
decreasing the effective conductivity of the metal. Additionally,
under oblique incidence the focused beam was not effectively
illuminating the same amount of elements as for the normal
incidence case. All in all, although there is a room for improvement of the experimental results, they show a good qualitative
agreement with the numerical simulations.

4. CONCLUSION
In this work, a NB-CSRR metasurface has been numerically and
experimentally characterized. Its angular response was evaluated demonstrating a very interesting feature in which transmission under normal incidence was forbidden while for oblique
incidence under TM polarization high transmission bands were
achieved. In addition, the implications of adding a secondary
metasurface were also discussed in terms of the excitation of an
asymmetrical mode due to the coupling between longitudinally
placed metallic screens. For the lossless case, total transmission
and narrowband peaks were recorded that could be effectively
used for free-space sensing applications. Nevertheless, in the
experimental results it was found that the losses destroy the
asymmetric mode and decrease considerably the transmission
amplitude of the symmetric mode resonance. Nevertheless the
experimental results are qualitatively in good agreement with
the numerical results. The structure presented here could be
used in complex antenna systems where angular and frequency
filtering is required as well as for grazing angle sensing devices
within the millimeter and THz frequency ranges.
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